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An extremely strong pressure seems to fall from the sky and rise from
the ground. People stand on it. Suddenly, the pressure increases
sharply, and even if you don’t move, you feel the sweat dripping down.
It was the leader who was about to cut George Han’s shoulder with a
sword, and felt even more uncomfortable. The hands holding the
sword were not the sword, but a giant weighing tens of thousands of
kilograms.

It could neither be put down nor lifted, it could only be lifted out of thin
air, and the poor hands trembled because of this.

“This…what’s going on?” Someone looked back around in a panic,
stunned.

They are not much better than the leader, and the whole body
defense against the Buddha is suddenly given there. It is difficult to
move every inch, and every move is like walking with a huge
mountain on its back.

The defeated George Han and three people also saw the strange
surroundings at this time, and turned their heads around to check
whether it was because of Xu.

But the surroundings are covered in blood, where can I see if anyone
else is coming? !

“Mountains and rivers are broken!”

Suddenly, when the three of them searched for a circle and found
nothing, they only heard a soft drink. The next second, a red line in
the bloody world suddenly struck down directly from the sky,
penetrating everyone. middle.

“Bang-bang-bang!” As



Hongmang passed by, explosions were everywhere, twins of
gunpowder smoke, several strong men, including the leader,
immediately escaped being overturned by the explosion, and their
bodies were directly hit on the ground like Qianjun. So that the ground
is really moving.

“Fuck, who.” The leader exclaimed angrily, forced away the black
energy in his body, and stood up hard on the ground.

However, when he stood up, the leader was irritated and anxious, and
the whole person shouted violently: “Fuck, where are they?”

With this roar, the other strong men also reflected. Looking around,
where can I see George Han and others at this time? It’s just a
chicken feather, nothing left.

“Where are the people?” A group of people were so confused and
completely dumbfounded.

It was just a red man passing through and exploding in a flash, but
there was nothing else, how could this be? !

And almost when this group of people was completely stunned, the
three people of George Han over there had already flown directly
down the mountain following the red road.

Looking back, I saw that the place where only a few people were
fighting was red at this time, and a group of people realized that just
now, it looked like the blood of the world, but in fact it was just the
illusion that the red light was shrouded in one place And the red man
who carried himself and the others on his body was not a red light, but
it was just a red silk satin.

Looking up again, I saw a figure flying slowly in the sky with the three
of them.

“It’s sister.” Xia Wei recognized the figure flying in the air at a glance,
and couldn’t help but shout with excitement.

George Han looked at him, and sure enough, the person flying in the
sky was Xia Ran.

“It turns out that Xia Ran saved us.” The pangolin said with joy.



George Han nodded, the situation was critical, and if Xia Ran hadn’t
appeared suddenly, he wouldn’t dare to think about the
consequences.

However, because of this, George Han was somewhat embarrassed.
After all, he just came out with Xia Wei and made his family fall into
such a danger.

After a while, a group of four people had already flew away from the
mountain and came to the foot of the mountain. Seeing that the
distance was quite far, it was already safe. Only then did Xia Ran
move his hands. The red silk silk was pulled from the three of them
and returned to Xia Ran’s hands. While he landed steadily, Xia Ran
finally slowly fell from the sky.

“Sister.” Seeing Xia Ran, even though it was only a few moments
apart, Xia Wei still rushed into Xia Ran’s arms emotionally.

Xia Ran smiled slightly and hugged her sister with a gentle smile on
her face.

“Sister, do you know how timely you came? If you come here even a
minute later, I think…” Xia Wei was innocent, and she just said this
when she saw her sister, but forgot about George Han who was
behind him at this time. It became even more embarrassing because
of these words.

Seeing George Han lowering his head in embarrassment, Xia Ran
didn’t have the blame he had imagined. He patted Xia Wei on the
shoulder and smiled: “Isn’t it all right now?”

Xia Wei nodded obediently, curiously Said: “By the way, sister, why
are you here?”

Xia Ran smiled lightly, looked at George Han, and then said
indifferently: “My sister is here to give you something.”

“Something? What?” Xia Wei said strangely.

Chapter 3057
Xia Wei is unknown, but George Han has already guessed what it is.



The gluttony of evil.

This thing eats more than anything. Even if George Han forgets to
take this guy, Xia Ran is probably not willing to stay with it. After all, if
he keeps this guy, it is estimated that it will not be long before the
whole Taoyuan can be given to it. The food is clean, without any
leftovers.

“It seems that you also remembered something you forgot to bring.”
Xia Ran looked at George Han’s expression, and naturally knew what
he meant, and couldn’t help but chuckle.

The pangolin touched his head hehe, and apologized: “Before I left, I
just left. I did forget to take away the evil gluttony. This is our
negligence.”

Xia Ran did not speak, and moved his hand, the evil gluttony The
figure turned out.

However, what surprised George Han was that he didn’t see him for a
day and night in the source of peach, and the gluttony of evil at this
time had actually been reduced by more than a dozen laps.

It was about the size of a lamb, and even the luster on his body was
much dim.

George Han looked at the pangolin weirdly, apparently asking this guy
what he had gone through.

After all, after entering the source of Taoyuan, only pangolin knows
what happened to Evil Gourmet. Even if George Han asked him after
waking up, he said Evil Gourmet would be staying in a beautiful place.
Don’t bother him yourself.

Grandma’s, is this the beautiful place?

From being as big as elephant to now as big as sheep? Those who
know are still beautiful places, but those who don’t know think where
they put opium.

The pangolin was also very helpless, looking at George Han with an
innocent look, and then spreading out his hands, completely as if I
didn’t know anything about it: “It’s really… it’s nothing to do with me.



The place where he stays is really beautiful. Place, don’t talk about
him as a beast, it’s me, I just want to linger.”

Seeing the pangolin still talking like this, George Han’s eyes were
slightly dissatisfied.

“I’ll settle the account with you later.” With Xia Ran here, George Han
didn’t have much to say. After glaring at this guy, George Han walked
to the side of the evil glutton, and stretched out his hand slightly, a
little distressed. Stroking its back.

Not only is it smaller and I don’t know how many laps, but the whole is
also a lot thinner. If you say that it has been abused in a circle,
George Han will never doubt it. As a former comrade in arms and
even saved George Han’s “friend”, George Han is full of guilt.

However, just when George Han was very guilty, at this time George
Han suddenly realized that it seemed… the gluttony of evil was a bit
strange.

The mouth under its small one-eyed eye was slightly half open,
revealing a faint white patch of white inside.

“What is this?” George Han frowned, then squatted on the front of Evil
Gourmet, and carefully and carefully looked at what the exposed
white body was through his half-opened mouth.

The more I watched, George Han became more confused.

The body seems to be a round thing, like a ball, not big, about the size
of two goose eggs.

“Can you spit it out for me to see?” George Han glanced at the evil
gluttony.

Although it was unable to speak, George Han was very sure of the
Battle of Youming City that he could understand what he said.

Evil Gourmet glanced at George Han with a single eye, and seemed
to hesitate for a moment. Then, he leaned slightly and opened his
mouth to the ground, and a chubby thing instantly rolled out of his
mouth.



“Egg?” George Han was completely dumbfounded.

Perhaps the little bit that appeared from the crack in his mouth
happened to be a certain white side of the egg body. In fact, when the
whole egg fell completely, George Han could fully see that it was not a
white egg.

It’s colored eggs.

Except for the white that I just saw, there are also four colors of yellow
and red on the egg, which are made of mottled stripes, and it is a
five-color egg of five colors.

It’s just that George Han really doesn’t understand, where did the evil
glutton make such an egg? What does it mean in your mouth? !

When George Han finished reading it, George Han was about to
touch it with his hands, but the evil glutton over there had already
carefully dipped the egg back into his mouth, for fear that someone
would snatch its egg.

Depend on!

The monk of George Hanzhanger was puzzled, and didn’t know what
this guy meant.

On the contrary, Xia Ran smiled and said something that made
George Han even more stupid…
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